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Principles in Focus

“Words are a lens to focus one's mind.”
“Reality … Reason … Rights … Romance”
“To the Glory of Man”
*

Ayn Rand

(1905-1982)

The Philosopher Hero
A teacher, a leader, a protector,
a simple man of calm intensity;
A gentleman of Truth, Courage, and Honor;
A man in touch and at peace,
with himself and the world;
A poet who speaks of
Harmony, Wholeness, Integrity, Justice, Freedom;
No one who meets him remains unchanged.
He moves people to rise
above the circumstance that traps them…
And regain the vision of life as
Benevolence, Enchantment, and Adventure.

The preceding portrait was extracted from a post to an internet
forum in a thread that was discussing the 1970s series, "Kung Fu"
(about a Chinese-American Shaolin priest, Kwai Chang Caine, moving
through the lives of people in western frontier America). A reader
was encouraged by the words to create from them what she called “a
textual object”, because she saw it as “a portrait of a very fine
human being”. She wanted to frame the words in such a way that
she could focus on them and draw from them “a motivation, an
encouragement, and a statement of idealism”.
What follows is a series of frames of artistic philosophy: settings of
principles in focus, portraits of fine human be-ing—movements of
life in love with logic and light.
The words are simple and bold, but in their simplicity and boldness,
when read slowly and carefully—the truth is sharp and clear: easier
to think about—putting the mind in focus and the heart in
harmony…

Truth and Beauty
From: The Orator by Peter Zarlenga
*

Speak the truth in harmony with beauty
moving humanity to freedom.
Freedom is the child of beauty in love with truth.
The love of truth is the spirit of man.
Justice is truth in action creating beauty.
Beauty is being in harmony with what you are.
To be beautiful, be true to yourself.
*

We are free. Our freedom is to move at will, to be
effective, to live, to create order from chaos, to achieve
perfection, to conceive and create, to imagine and
enact, to dream and to fulfill our dreams, to be and
become what we want to be.
The way to achieve this great aim is to concentrate the
magnificent power of your mind on the fulfillment of
the love of your spirit. When you do this you will
create an intense beam of power so pure it will reach
the furthest star.
*

The purpose of life is to be what you are and to
become what you could be. To seek to create excellence
in whatever you choose to do. To do what is right. To
practice principles. To create order from chaos. To
think and act upon your thought. To be real, right,
good, and true. To choose to cause your own change.
To identify, simplify, concentrate, and move. To fight
for freedom, justice, truth, beauty, achievement, and
joy.
*

Hold your ground defending yourself, living for
yourself, respecting yourself, being yourself. Set fire to
your spirit, soar aloft, become what you could be.
Put your will into action and realize the reality of
reality. Bring the value of your spirit into being. Have
the courage to create yourself from your own thought
and action. Trust your own mind to identity what is
true. Act upon the truth.
Act upon the truth and you will create order. Your
order will create energy. Your energy will create
movement. Your movement will create achievement.
Your achievement will create joy. Your joy will create
love. Your love will create goodwill. Your goodwill will
create justice, freedom, truth, and beauty. It can be
done. You can do it.
*

The Orator

Peter Nivio Zarlenga

1977, BOOKS IN FOCUS, New York

Excerpted and compiled by Monart Pon, who worked with
Peter Zarlenga in the Flight Organization of Achievement
in Edmonton, Alberta, 1977-79.

Being Morning
I
I
I
I
I
I

woke up this Morning
met the Golden Dawn
saw the Pure Light
did the New Thing
felt the Next Day
grew Up

I feel you around me
moving with me
coming with me
loving with me
being with me
becoming We

Being Light
Making Love
Loving life
Willing in loving
the feeling of making
the beauty of truth
in being the light
of becoming real.

To be Love Making Light Being Felt
To become light
To be
Loving the Feeling
of Making the Doing
of Knowing the Seeing
of Being Becoming
the Beauty of Truth in
Being the Light.

Loving Life
Being Love
Being Life
Being Becoming
To Be ... To Be Come More …
To be ...
to find to fix
to give to get
to will to do
to see to know
to make to feel...

To become ...
to laugh to cry
to sing to moan
to shout to sigh
to smile to frown
to bear to kill
to grow to shrink
to win to lose
to love to hate
to live to die
to go to stop
to rise to fall …
to be to be not
to become to begone
To be Light to be Night...

Night, Be Light
Night …
To see yet not to know
To know yet not to make
To make yet not to feel
To feel yet not be real
Is really not to be.
Night, be light …
Be hopeful, but
Hope grows from deed, not need.
If you don't do the deed,
you're hopeless and in need.

Make it, don't fake it.
Make it with honesty, justice, and courage.
Honesty is being true to reality.
Justice is being good to truth.
Courage is being real to beauty.
Be real. Achieve and enjoy.
Achievement is beauty made from truth.
Joy is love made from being real good.
Get justice.
For justice measures the wealth of creation
mirrors the void of destruction
guarding the freedom to
discover truth
create beauty
exchange joy
bring light.

Night, be Light.
Forgive yourself:
For … give …
For Change
Give Chance
Give chance.
It's harder than you think,
but easier than you feel,
and easier when you do think.
Think.
Think clearly to feel deeply.
Feel deeply to think clearly.

Think and do.
There are things that can only be thought about,
things that can only be talked about,
and things that can only be written about, but
there are things that can only be done.
Deed trumps fear.
Let fear be found and felt, but not be loved.
Let deeds be loved.
Let your mind be in focus.
Let your heart be free.
Strengthen your will.
Raise your desire.
Make the light.
Think light
Make light.
Be shiny.

Be informed
To perform and transform.
Be light or be night.
Drift on in darkness
Or light up your life.
Life is cosmos out of chaos,
movement aimed at itself—
Happiness forever growing.
To live, be true, all through.
Make love.
Love life, love logic, love light.
Make light.
Night, be Light.
Light, be loved.

Ideals Made Real

The infinity of ideals made finite and real.
The

Aim of Will
The

Action of Mind
The

Achievement of Body.
The

Dignified Honor of Truth
The

Concentrated Power of Goodness
The

Radiated Glory of Beauty.

The infinite all of glory
in one finite shape
in one integrated body
in one unified soul
in one clear word
in one shining love
in one temple
in One.
In
making the feeling
of seeing the beauty
of truth in being
one light.

In having
finitude to the infinity of ideals
shape to the formlessness of dreams
singularity to the plurality of values
unity to the multiplicity of desires
concreteness to the abstractness of thought
direction to the randomness of movement
fortitude to the hardships of life
certainty to the chances of victory
in
a concerto of deliverance
in
the art and philosophy of enlightenment.

Philosophy of Enlightenment
The Love of Truth and the Being of Light

The

Philosophy of Light
Knowing of Truth
Doing of Goodness
Making of Beauty

The

Knowing of Truth
Being of Being
Knowing of Being
Feeling of Being

The

Doing of Goodness
Being of Knowing
Knowing of Doing
Feeling of Making

The

Being of Light
Feeling of Beauty
Loving of Truth
Being the Light

The

Making of Beauty
Being of Doing
Knowing of Making
Feeling of Becoming

Loving Being Loving Light
Love Making Light Being Felt
Love logic loving life
Loving life loving light
Loving Being Making Light
Loving
Seeing Willing Knowing
Doing Making Feeling
Loving Becoming Light

Human Being Becoming Heroic
The Light of Being
The

Knowing and Seeing
Knowing and Feeling
Knowing and Making
The Being of Light
The

Making and Knowing
Making and Doing
Making and Being

Heroic Becoming Being Human

Heroic Human Being
Feeling the Making of Knowing Being
Becoming the Knowing of Making Feeling
Being free to know truth
Being rational to do good
Being joyous to love beauty
Being the Light

~*~
~*~

~*~

~*~

Life loves light

~*~

Life loves logic

~*~
~*~

~*~
~*~

Life moves on
~*~

~*~
~*~

The Lovers of Life
The lovers who seek sacred romance,
The lovers who yearn for ecstasy, ecstasy created by
the united, relentless striving for mutual recognition,
for reciprocity, release, and rejuvenation.
The lovers who seek synchronized, integrated movement,
who seek to penetrate and envelope the sublime:
to charge up the polarized energy ...
to reach the threshold of transcendence ...
to unleash the life-renewing, life-expanding power
that re-unites and re-centers
the holy being of true love.
The true love of life.
The true lovers.

*

Love to Love
I, love to love, you.
I love to love you, see you, know you, touch you.
I love to have you, kiss you, full in the flesh.
I love to hold you tight and spread you wide, open,
without fear or pain or shame.
I love going deep, deep into you,
with wonder and yearning,
moving hard and fast, smooth and straight,
straight into your soul.
I love to drive you wild,
to the ends of your endurance and beyond,
where you burst apart, trembling,
swept over by relentless waves of
unending joy and irresistible ecstasy.
I love to love you, now, here, all ways, forever.
I love to love you.
I, You

You love to love me.
You love to love me, see me, know me, touch me.
You love to have me, kiss me, full in the flesh.
You love to hold me tight and, wide open, let me in,
without fear or pain or shame.
You love me coming deep, deep into you,
with wonder and yearning,
moving hard and fast, smooth and straight,
my soul to your soul.
You love me driving you wild,
to the ends of our endurance and beyond,
where I burst forth, unstoppable,
powered by relentless waves of
unending joy and irresistible ecstasy.
You love to love me, now, here, all ways, forever.
You love to love me.
You
I
I love to love you.
We
We love to love.
*

Religious Philosophy
I’ve read a few books related to the “philosophy of religion”, such as
Religion without Revelation by Julian Huxley, Hero with a Thousand
Faces by Joseph Campbell, and The Romantic Manifesto by Ayn Rand.
I’ve given as much thought to the essence of religion as I have to the
essence of philosophy, in the 30+ years since I first read Rand’s The

Fountainhead.

I didn’t know it then, but reading The Fountainhead was an intense
and life-changing, “religious” experience for me, as well as one of
philosophical enlightenment. The catalyst was the harmony of the
romantic art and rational, objectivis philosophy in Rand’s novels.
Ever since then, my life’s journey can be described mostly as a
religious objectivist” one, although I’ve never belonged to any
particular religion or church.
Those of you who have read The Fountainhead may recall the scene
where a client (coached and manipulated by Toohey), when
persuading Roark to build a religious temple, remarked that Roark,
who didn’t believe in God, was “a deeply religious man—in his own
way” (paraphrased). I would say that I, too, am religious similar to
the same way Roark was. I do not believe in “God”, “faith” or an
“afterlife”, as those ideas are commonly defined—but I do believe in
a “perfect being”, a state or quality of purity, unity, and wholeness—
of consecrating and attaining the highest ideals of life.

For me, it’s not “God” who is the supreme being, laying down the
law, lording over me and to whom I must give obedience. The
ultimate absolute for me is reality: all that which is, is what it is; the
being of all beings is being itself. And to live by this absolute being,
this objective reality, is my ultimate purpose. Thus, the highest,
sacred value for life is objective truth—being true to what is real—
with the corollaries of honesty, justice, and courage, of achievement,
beauty, and joy.
I regard “religion” as if it were the emotional-motivational
counterpart to the intellectual-validational aspect of life which is
one’s philosophy. Like philosophy, religion also serves to integrate
one’s life into a consistent and meaningful whole. The word
“religion” etymologically relates to the idea “to bind together”.
“Holy” relates to the “whole”. “Worship” relates to a state of
worthiness, of having worth. In short, to be religious, for me, is to
hold one’s life as being holy, being sacred—to be worshipped as the
ultimate value sought—to live that whole life with dedication, truth,
integrity, and purpose.

*

WorShip
The

Loving of Being
The

Way of Facing Truth
State of Making Value
Ship of Having Worth
The

Quality of Showing Beauty
Act of Giving Love
Ceremony Bringing Joy

Being Becoming Light
Light Being Star Ship
Starship being light
~*~
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http://www.starshipaurora.com
Concerto of Deliverance

http://www.starshipaurora.com/concertoofdeliverance.html
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